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LIVING THE SCANIA BRAND

At Scania, we develop all our products with the same care, responsibility and quality – regardless if it is a new truck, service solution or a jacket. Great solutions are derived from brilliant ideas, comprehensive know-how, thorough planning, unique design and ingenious engineering. Followed by continuous improvements and refinement, always with our customer in mind. The same meticulous care is put into choosing the buttons for a shirt or the leather for a watch strap, as it is when refining a nut or bolt to gain a couple of decimals in fuel efficiency. Because “genuine Scania” means nothing less than perfection.

It goes without saying, our philosophy of sustainability goes into everything we do. We work hard to find the right partners who share our values and strong focus on quality, responsible production and the use of environmentally sound materials. We establish strong relations with suppliers who, like us, understand the importance of attention to detail. This approach has helped us to deliver products tailored to your needs for more than a century. We will continue this journey accompanied, as always, by dedicated drivers, owners, coworkers, and everybody else who loves the Scania brand as much as we do.

Our merchandise assortment represents a vision to contribute to circular consumption, where timeless products are used for a long time, and when no longer used, the material flows into something new. By setting the right demands we want to push the merchandise industry to develop and contribute to research. And of course, make it easier for you to make a better choice. Together we can make a difference.

We are humble to the fact that this is a continuous journey, and that we will never be done. The choices you make to reduce the environmental impact are often complex and multi-layered combined with a rapid development. Therefore, we do not say that we are good or better, but we do say that we have made the best possible choices to the knowledge that we have had, with the aim to always get better.

Continue reading to find out more about the stories behind our development and how our responsible thinking can involve both coffee grounds and used bottles! You are invited to explore our range of unique Scania products so that you can live the brand just as we do.
TRUE PREMIUM, FOR YOU

The persons who know Scania the best – the drivers – and who spend days and nights on the roads expect no less than quality in every detail.

Starting with a blank sheet, desired functions, features and qualities of the garments are added. Designed in co-operation with the same team that designs our trucks and buses, to get the true Scania look and feel. The fit of our clothes is a result of many years of continuous development. Also, samples are made and evaluated together with drivers. The process is not completely different from how we develop a vehicle, engine or service. Every detail is there for a reason.

All garments are designed for your comfort and safety, be it an extra-large, adjustable hood, a hidden cuff inside the sleeve or an enforcement tape inside the shoulder seams. To enhance visibility, jackets, bags and beanies have decorative reflective details. There are numerous examples of user-friendly design, for the best and most demanding drivers in the world.

Making a conscious choice
All garments incorporate conscious choices that consider ways of production and materials, starting from the first design ideas. They are developed with the same care, responsibility and focus as all Scania products. True premium, for you.
Keyring Truck
The new generation of Scania trucks is the embodiment of style, pride and absolute capability. Carry it along in a keyring with the new cab design. Colour: Metal/silver (2767746). Material: Metal coated solid brass. Details: True collector’s item, made in Sweden.

Sportmaster

Truck Jacket 2.0 (MEN)
At Scania, we are always on the look-out for clever ideas and solutions that contribute to better well-being and support an active lifestyle. Take the S’Café technology, for example – an idea as brilliant, as it is simple.

Two common household waste materials, coffee grounds and plastic bottles, are used as core ingredients in an innovative fabric with great functional properties. Five recycled PET bottles and three cups of coffee are amazingly combined into one of our functional t-shirts.

**Efficient processes, superior functions**
Produced using water- and energy efficient processes, the technology works by mixing coffee grounds throughout the yarn extrusion process. The grounds’ unique core structure and pores are key to form the superior material, featuring cooling and fast drying properties with exceptional odour control. Functions perfect for an active lifestyle, at work or in your free time.

Recycling of materials is, however, only a first step. To further reduce the environmental impact from synthetic textiles in future, Scania participates in a research project called MinShed together with several fashion and furniture companies.

The Scania range of functional garments comprises jackets, t-shirts, fleeces and socks. All carefully selected to match our requirements regarding high functionality and unique Scania design. And of course, a level of quality that everyone who knows Scania has naturally come to expect.
Technical T-shirt (WOMEN)
Comfortable clothing that breathes, controls odour, dries fast and is made from sustainable materials. **Size:** S-XXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Grey mélange (2742155-159). **Material:** 55% polyester, 45% S’Café polyester®. **Details:** Cropped Griffin on front, Scania wordmark on sleeve, flat lock hems.

Technical Long-sleeve T-shirt (MEN)
Designed for comfort, this t-shirt with S’Café fibre is perfect for an active life. **Size:** S-XXXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Anthracite (2742120-125). **Material:** 55% polyester, 45% S’Café polyester®. **Details:** Scania symbol rubber print on front. Longer back than front, contrast-colour flatlock stitches at hems, visible hanger loop.

Classic Softshell Jacket (MEN)
Allround jacket with several quality features like extra strong water resistant and reflective elements. **Size:** S-XXXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Black (2742134-139). **Material:** 59% polyester, 31% S’Café polyester, 10% polyurethane. **Shellfabric:** CO WR WP 10,000 mm²/MP 10,000 g/m² (10K/10K), 4 way stretch 3 layer softshell fabric. **Details:** Reflective Scania logotype on front, reflective Griffin on back. Two-colour zippers, one-hand pull elastic drawstring, reflective silver pipings on sleeves.

Technical Fleece (MEN)
Soft, well-designed and of high quality, this is the fleece jacket you’ve been longing for. **Size:** S-XXXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Black (2484687-692), Blue (2484693-698). **Material:** 54% polyester, 38% S’Café polyester®. **Details:** Scania symbol badge on chest, Scania wordmark on back. Front zipper, zip pockets, Scania hanger loop.

*Read more about the S’Café technology on page 012*
Technical Fleece (WOMEN)
Soft, well‐designed and quality. This is the fleece jacket you’ve been longing for.

Outdoor
Sporty yet elegant, this quality watch is the perfect accessory on the road or at the office. Colour: White dial (2742048). Material: Stainless steel 43 mm case and bracelet. Details: Ronda 5040.D movement, bezel with tachymeter markings, Scania red crown and stop hand. Water resistant 100M. Swiss made. 5-year warranty.

Sport Griffin 3D Cap
The unique, 3D griffin embroidery makes this sporty cap the centre of attention. Size: One size, regular fit. Colour: Burnt red/black (2742044), Black (2742043). Material: 100% organic cotton twill. Details: Cropped Griffin embroidery, adjustment strap, peak with contrast colour piping.

Heavy Zip Hoodie (MEN)
Technical T-shirt (MEN)
Comfortable clothing that breathes, controls odour, dries fast and is made from sustainable materials. **Size:** S-XXXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Grey mélange (2742108-113), Anthracite (2742101-106). **Material:** 55 % polyester, 45 % S'Café polyester*. **Details:** Cropped Griffin Power Passion on front, Scania wordmark on sleeve, flat lock hems.

Griffin Sox
Thin, fast drying socks with odour-controlling S'Café fibre* keep your feet happy all day long. **Size:** 40/42 + 43/45. **Colour:** Black (2742142-143). **Material:** 80 % S'Café polyester, 17 % elastane, 2 % rubber, 1 % nylon. **Details:** Fine-knitted. Griffin on sides.

Performance Zip Polo (MEN)
Comfortable clothing that breathes, controls odour, dries fast and is made from sustainable materials. **Size:** S-XXXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Black (2742114-119). **Material:** 52 % S'Café polyester*, 48 % polypropylene. **Details:** Reflective Scania symbol on back, Scania wordmark badge on front. Two-colour zipper.

Scania Sox
Warm sock for comfort all day, featuring fast dry and odour control thanks to S'Café*. **Size:** 40/42 + 43/45. **Colour:** Black (2742140-141). **Material:** 86 % S'Café polyester, 10 % elastane, 3 % rubber, 1 % nylon. **Details:** Heavy-knitted. Scania wordmark on sides.

Gear Boxer (MEN)
Classic style, comfortable high quality boxers. **Size:** S-XXXL, regular fit. **Colour:** White (2758417-422), Black (2758411-416). **Material:** 96 % organic cotton, 4 % elastane stretch jersey. **Details:** Waistband with Scania wordmark.
Technical T-shirt, see page 013.

*Read more about the S'Café technology on page 012
Sport Bag 2-in-1
The ultimate in smart travel! This bag with compatible backpack comes with main compartment, shoe pocket and handy side pocket. **Colour:** Navy with reflex trimmings (2767736). **Size:** 46×24×26 cm, 25 L. **Material:** 100% recycled ripstop polyester fabric. **Details:** Reflective Scania Wordmark.
Floating Keyring
Orange floating key ring in EVA material with black Scania wordmark in black. 
Colour: Orange (2414087).
Size: S. Material: Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU) with EVA foam padding. 
Details: Scania logotype in white.

Reflective Rain Cover
Protect your backpack and its contents from the elements while making sure you’ll be seen and safe wherever you are. 
Colour: Silver/reflex (2767582). Size: Elastic to fit a wide range of sizes. 
Material: 100% polyester. Details: Scania wordmark print, water repellent material.

Soccer Ball
Get your hands on this Scania soccer ball. Colour: Orange (2767589). 
Details: Scania logotype in white.

Water Bottle
The perfect accessory whether at work or sporting. Colour: Transparent (2767736). 
Size: 570 ml. Material: 100% tritan / BPA free. Details: Stainless steel screw cap, white Scania logotype print.

Volleyball
Details: For indoors and outdoors, Scania wordmark print.

Genuine
Learn more about our products and textiles on page 115
Beach Towel
Bring your luxury Scania towel of 100% organic cotton. **Colour:** Blue (2767594), Green (2767595), Orange (2767596). **Size:** 100×150 cm, 500 grams. **Material:** 100 % organic cotton. **Details:** Embossed Scania symbol, large Scania wordmark label.

Thermos
Stainless steel vacuum flask, ideal for keeping hot and cold drinks at the temperature you desire. Treat it right and it will stay in the family for generations. **Colour:** Blue (2767715). **Size:** 500 ml. **Material:** Stainless steel. **Details:** Double-walled, powder coated, screw cap, Scania logotype.

Vacuum Flask
Black vacuum flask in stainless steel with Scania wordmark print in white. Holds 500 ml. Handwash only. Delivered in gift box. **Colour:** Black (2561001). **Size:** 500 ml.

Thermo Mug
Thermo mug in stainless steel with push-to-open lid and Scania logotype print. Holds 320 ml. Handwash only. Delivered in gift box. **Colour:** Black (2560998). **Size:** 320 ml.
Cooler Bag
The perfect travelling companion, easily storing 10 1.5 L bottles or 52 cans. **Colour:** Navy (2767714). **Size:** 40×40×24 cm. **Material:** 100% recycled polyester, PEVA insulation. **Details:** Double-reinforced carrying handles, 40 L storage, removable adjustable shoulder strap, bottle opener, Scania wordmark and Scania symbol.

Golf Ball Titleist Pro V1
Experience superior power and performance with the perfect golf ball for a winning game. **Colour:** White with blue Scania wordmark (2767842). **Size:** 3-pack. **Details:** Long distance ball with low long game spin and consistent flight.

Golf Umbrella
Quality umbrella with a Scania truck grille pattern. Windproof, elegant and highly functional. **Colour:** Navy (2767709). **Size:** 30” x 8 ribs. **Material:** 100% polyester Pongee, energy-efficient fiberglass. **Details:** Automatic open, white Scania wordmark print on 2 panels and pouch.

Sport Bio Bottle
A better bottle, and a step in the right direction. **Colour:** Orange (2767599), Blue (2767597). **Size:** 500 ml. **Material:** Recycled plastic, bio-degradable polyethylene. **Details:** Scania pattern and Scania logotype print.

Learn more about our products and textiles on page 115
GREEN AND CLEAN CYCLING

Re-cycling for cycling
The Tour of Nilgiris is today one of the largest and most loved bike tours in India. Over 7 days, cyclists of all grades, from amateurs and professional riders to Olympic winners, are tested across a route which includes over 900 km of curves, speedways and, at times, challenging terrain – not to mention, three states and wildlife sanctuaries in southern India. The Nilgiris tour is famous for its high turnout of participants riding on behalf of charity; from child-related and livelihood causes, to environment and health issues. Every year, bits are added for a better future.

In 2017, approx. 120 riders from all over the world participated, from amateurs to professional riders and Olympic winners. Scania was represented by Mikael Kyander, a long time Scania employee who competed in Scania-branded cycling wear.

Cycling is part of our proud heritage, dating back to the year of 1900 when Scania started producing bicycles. This, as well as the obvious benefit that cycling provides to overall health and wellbeing, is why we choose to include a range of cycling attire as part of our assortment. The collection of 2018 is black, produced from recycled materials in a responsible production process, and of the same high quality you naturally expect of Scania.

Cycling Arm Warmer

Cycling Arm Warmer (light)
Arm warmers in thin isolating material with Scania wordmark print. Warming and protective against sun and wind. Adapted length to cover shirt sleeves, silicone and elastics for comfort and great fit. Size: M–XL. Colour: Black (2571201–203). Set of one pair.

Cycling Leg Warmer

For the full assortment – scania.com/merchandise
Cycling Jersey
Technical bike shirt with great fit and ventilation. Breathable material gives excellent ventilation and added comfort. Scania wordmark and Scania symbol print. **Size:** XS–XXL. **Colour:** Black (2571179–185). **Material:** 100 % Lycra.

Cycling Vest
Fitted lightweight technical cycling vest. Wind and water-resistant. Breathable material on back and reflex details. Zip openings on sides. Scania wordmark and Scania symbol print. **Size:** XS–XXL. **Colour:** Black (2571186 – 192). **Material:** 100 % Lycra.

Cycling Shorts
Technical bike shorts with great fit, body shape and elastic Lycra. Premium line pads from Cytech, flat lock seams and mesh bibs give these shorts excellent comfort. Scania wordmark and Scania symbol print. **Size:** XS–XXXL. **Colour:** Black (XS 2571162), S-XXXL 2571173–178). **Material:** 100 % Lycra.

Sport Sunglasses
Sporty sunglasses with replaceable CE-approved lenses in unbreakable polycarbonate. UV400 Protection. Delivered in hard case along with instructions, additional multicoloured lenses in soft pouch. **Colour:** Orange / black (2415330).

Learn more about our products and textiles on page 115
Driver’s Jeans, see page 057.
Basic Wordmark T-shirt, see page 025.
Cognac Belt, see page 025.
Vintage White Watch, see page 084.
Classic Pilot Shades, see page 060.
**Road Jacket (MEN)**
You are sure to be seen in this comfortable jacket, the perfect all-around choice. **Size:** S-XXXXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Broken white (2742463-469), Navy (2742472-478). **Material:** Shellfabric: 100% nylon, Lining: 100% recycled polyester. Lining sleeve: 100% nylon. **Details:** Scania wordmark on back, Scania logotype on chest, Scania symbol on sleeve. Metal zipper, resting pockets, reflective silver pipings on sleeves.

**Belt**
A beautiful belt crafted from rich leather is a treat to own. **Colour:** Cognac, Brown. **Size:** Length cognac 100 cm, 40 mm (2767768), 110 cm, 40 mm (2767769), length brown 100 cm, 40 mm (2767766), 110 cm, 40 mm (2767767) dress belt. **Material:** High quality leather with metal buckle. **Details:** Blank buckle, Scania wordmark on the clasp.

**Basic Wordmark T-shirt (MEN)**
An essential garment for all Scania fans. **Size:** S-XXXXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Optical white (2757604-610), Grey mélange (2757589-594), Navy (2757611-617), Black (2757618-624), Burnt red (2757597-603). **Material:** 100% organic cotton. **Details:** Scania wordmark print on front.

*Read more about the innovative Jeanologia technology on page 057*
Classic Leather Jacket (MEN)

This Scania leather jacket is a natural, basic garment as well as a sustainable investment. Size: S-XXXL, regular fit. Colour: Black (7742089-094).


For the full assortment – scania.com/merchandise
A JACKET FOR ANY OCCASION

For many years, our driver’s jacket has been a true favorite among truck drivers. We have developed it together with drivers to find the right design and functional details. All to create a jacket that is fit for the everyday life on the road, and with a design that works just as well at home.

Besides the driver’s jacket, we offer a wide assortment of Scania jackets adapted for different needs, tastes and climates. They all share the high-quality perfect fit and typical Scania design elements. Effort is put into even the smallest details, from the Scania logo on buttons and pullers, as well as numerous carefully placed pockets. For increased safety, many jackets also feature reflective details integrated into the design.

With the aim to offer products that are better for the environment, we have put extra effort in selecting materials and suppliers, not compromising on the high level of quality. Fabrics and paddings are to a big extent made from recycled materials, such as PET bottles. Some fabrics have been specially developed for Scania in order to create a recycled fabric with the right look and feel.

Super soft, ecological lambskin
The leather in our new leather jackets is something extra. Super soft lambskin, with the type of quality that will age beautifully over generations. The lambskin is an additional product from ecological sheep farms in New Zealand. Farms that put pride in good conditions for the animals and fulfil our animal welfare requirements. The leather is tanned with an alternative method that is more environmentally friendly. The end result is a soft, smooth and resistant leather.

So, which jacket will be your favorite?

---

Sportmaster
The classy timepiece to dress up your wrist and the perfect accessory for any attire. **Colour:** Blue dial (2742050). **Material:** Stainless steel 48 mm case, metal strap. **Details:** Big Date display, Ronda 6040.B movement, luminous hands. Scania symbol on dial. Water resistant 100M. Swiss made. 5-year warranty.

Front Shades
Sporty, classic and durable – these comfortable shades will be your companion on long trips. **Colour:** Black (2758314). **Material:** Cellulose acetate. **Details:** Brown gradient CR39* lens with full UV protection. Italian design, silver Scania wordmark plate on temple. Delivered in hard case with polishing pouch.

Baseball Trademark Cap
Show your colours with a Scania cap. **Size:** One size, regular fit. **Colour:** Navy (2742041). **Material:** 100% organic cotton twill. **Details:** High-finish Scania logotype embroidery, adjustment strap, sandwich peak with contrast colour piping.

---

*Read more about our sustainable materials on page 027*
A TIMELESS AND CIRCULAR MATERIAL

Glass is a beautiful material. It is strong, yet fragile. Hard, but at the same time light as air. The ability to shape it into various forms and expressions has long been appreciated through history and is considered an art form. You can recycle glass over and over again, enabling a circular system.

The timeless glass pieces from Glasbolaget which feature in our assortment are produced with care and designed to be appreciated as a nice gift and cherished through generations. To improve sustainability, the furnaces used in the production are fuelled by biogas from organic waste. They represent true craftsmanship and the vision of achieving a sustainable future for Swedish glass.

Simply put, pieces of art for everyday use.

Exclusive Pen
A touch of elegance that makes for a statement gift or accessory. Colour: Black (2767720), Chrome (2767721). Size: 140 × 12.6 mm. Material: Brass (2767720), chrome (2767721). Details: Exclusively designed for Scania by Cerruti, laser engraved Scania Wordmark, blue ink.

Iphone X Bio-base Case
Protect your smartphone whilst helping the environment, this iPhone case is made partly from plants! Colour: Blue (2767612), Green (2767613), Pink (2767614). Size: iPhone X. Material: 50% Bio-based material, 50% PC-material. Details: Engraved Scania wordmark and pattern, more cases available online.

Scania iPhone Case
An exclusive phone cover for all you trendy Scania lovers out there. Colour: Black (2767600). Size: Case fits iPhone 6, 7 and 8. Material: PU-leather. Details: Case with stainless steel plate on back. Engraved Scania wordmark, more cases available online.

More cases available online!
**Drinking Glass 2-pack**
Drinking glasses that can be bought separately or as the perfect complement to the Scania glass canteen. **Colour:** Sheer transparent (2767622). **Size:** 2-pack, 100 ml. **Material:** 100% recycled crystal. **Details:** Small Scania wordmark, handmade in Sweden using bio-gas ovens.

**Glass Canteen**
Stylish carafe of recycled glass, a great gift to someone special or yourself. **Colour:** Sheer transparent (2767622). **Size:** 1000 ml. **Material:** 100% recycled crystal glass. **Details:** Handmade in Sweden using bio-gas ovens, small Scania wordmark.

**3D Mug**
Stoneware mug with Scania symbol in 3D effect. Delivered in gift box. **Colour:** Navy blue (2561200). White (2561199).

**Multitool Victorinox Huntsman**
We bring you a classic pocket knife better than ever before, with 15 outstanding features. **Colour:** Blue (2767726). **Size:** 97 grams, 91×27×21 mm. **Material:** 100% stainless steel / ABS. **Details:** 15 features with a unique combination, Scania wordmark and Victorinox symbol, Scania 3D pattern.

**Mini Tool**
A must have for everyone and every situation. Comes with key chain and 10 functions, from a knife to a pry bar to a spokes tool. **Colour:** Titanium and grey (2767717). **Size:** 60 grams, 85×39×8 mm. **Material:** 100% stainless steel. **Details:** Stainless and anodized aluminum for extra durability.

Learn more about our products and textiles on page 115
Leather Apron, see page 031.
BBQ Tool Set, see page 031.
Coasters, see page 091.
Kitchen Linen Towels, see page 091.
BBQ Tool Set
5 reliable grilling tools in stainless steel. The grill spatula is a treat with the new Scania Grille pattern. Colour: Steel, black handles, red rings (2767666). Size: Box 47×17×7.5 cm, spatula 41.5 cm. Material: Stainless steel, rubber handles. Details: Comes in an aluminium box.

Leather Apron

Multi Tool

Playing Cards 2-pack

Cutting Board
One of the most used kitchen tools is a wooden cutting board, not least with your favourite Scania symbol and pattern on it! Colour: Black with dark grey Scania pattern (2767704). Size: 420×190×6 mm. Material: FSC marked MDF. Details: Pattern from upholstery on Scania truck seats, made in Sweden.

Learn more about our products and textiles on page 115
Scania Symbol Cap, see page 060.
Basic Wordmark T-shirt, see page 026.
Cargo Shorts, see page 033.
Scania Sox, see page 016.
Topvintage
Celebrate your closest friend and partner on the road with this vintage chronograph, a true collector’s item. 
**Colour:** Blue dial, black leather strap (2742053). 
**Material:** Sapphire coated crystal, stainless steel 45 mm case. 
**Details:** Ronda 250 movement, white luminous hands, strap with white stitching, Scania symbol on dial. 
Water resistant 100M. Swiss made. 5-year warranty.

Storm Jacket (MEN)
Designed for comfort and perfect fit, this light jacket is made for your everyday life. 
**Size:** S-XXXL, regular fit. 
**Colour:** Steel grey (2742516-522), Navy (2742495-501), Black (2742502-508). 
**Material:** Shell fabric 100% nylon, Lining 100% recycled polyester, Lining sleeve 100% nylon. 
**Details:** Reflective Scania wordmark on front, navy+steel grey: reflective Scania symbol on back, black: Scania wordmark on back. Accessible inside and outside pockets, hidden hood in collar, two-colour zipper, elastic wristbands, one-hand pull drawstrings.

Leather Belt
Black full-grain leather belt with a brushed metal Scania wordmark buckle. Delivered in gift box. Made in Italy. 
**Colour:** Black. 
**Size:** 4 cm (1937339 – 100 cm, 1938378 – 110 cm). 3 cm (1937340 – 95 cm, 1938379 – 105 cm). 
**Material:** Calf leather.

Cargo Shorts (MEN)
The ideal work and leisure garment. Organically dyed and washed, each pair has a unique colour shade. 
**Size:** 28", 30", 32", 34", 36", 38"; regular fit. 
**Colour:** Black (2758330-335), Sand (2758336-341). 
**Material:** 100% organic cotton. 
**Details:** Large cargo pockets on the legs, deep front resting pockets, back pockets with hook-and-loop fastening flaps. Scania symbol on leg pocket, Scania wordmark on back pocket flap.

Learn more about our products and textiles on page 115
Toiletry Bag
Ideal for your personal belongings. Designed with smart pocketing, convenient for travel and the gym. **Colour:** Blue, orange details (2777969). **Size:** 250×130×130 mm. **Material:** 100% recycled polyester. **Details:** Reflective Scania wordmark, Scania-patterned lining.

Laptop Bag
A cool briefcase/messenger bag with a multi-purpose design that will certainly help you go places! **Colour:** Blue, orange details (2767580). **Size:** 380×300×120 mm, up to 15” computer. **Material:** 100% recycled polyester. **Details:** Reflective Scania wordmark, Scania-patterned lining.

Backpack
Travel well with this functional, multi-purpose Scania backpack. Features smart pocketing and internal padded compartments for laptop. **Colour:** Blue, orange details (2767591). **Size:** 500×300×200 mm. **Material:** 100% recycled polyester. **Details:** Reflective Scania wordmark, Scania-patterned lining.

Weekend Hybrid Bag
Ideal for the weekend getaway or for the gym, this smart bag also works as a backpack. **Colour:** Blue, orange details (2767597). **Size:** 500×290×290 mm. **Material:** 100% recycled polyester. **Details:** Reflective Scania wordmark on side, Scania wordmark on bottom. Scania patterned lining.
Inverted Umbrella
Step out in style with this inverted Scania umbrella. Stands on its own when drying, perfect when exiting or entering vehicles. **Colour:** Blue and red (2767710). **Size:** 23" × 8 ribs. **Material:** 100% polyester Pongee, energy-efficient fiberglass. **Details:** Automatic closing, inverse folding, windproof, double-layers, white Scania Wordmark print.

Beach Towel New Truck Generation
The Scania culture of continuous innovation has made us world leaders. Capture our latest truck generation now with a beautiful beach towel. **Colour:** Real-life colours and images (2767593). **Size:** 70×140 cm. 400 grams. **Material:** 50% polyester and 50% OEKO-TEX cotton. **Details:** Scania New truck generation.
**Travel Umbrella**
A classic Scania umbrella to keep you dry and the planet happy. **Colour:** Blue panels, orange ribs (2767586). **Size:** 105 cm diameter. **Material:** 100% recycled polyester, fiberglass frame and ribs, handle in EVA material. **Details:** Automatic stick umbrella, Scania wordmark in reflective print.

**Wool Blanket**
Wrap yourself literally in the care and support of Scania’s global presence. **Colour:** Jacquard blue and grey (2767621). **Size:** 130×170 cm. **Material:** Ecological lambswool. **Details:** Pattern inspired by Scania global presence.

**Travel Pillow**
We focus on innovation that drives healthy lifestyles and well-being. Memory foam learns how you lay your head for increased neck — and shoulder comfort. **Colour:** Navy and grey (2767719). **Size:** 25×23×10 cm. Memory foam filling 230 grams. **Material:** 100% polypropylene. **Details:** High quality breathable pouch fabric, foldable.

**Automatic Stick Umbrella**
The ultimate Scania umbrella when you’re on the go! Light and easy to handle, with a pouch that absorbs excess rain water. **Colour:** Blue and red, grey detailing (2767711). **Size:** 21” × 8 ribs. **Material:** 100% polyester Pongee, microfibre pouch. **Details:** Automatic open and close, anti-rebound system, graphic Scania pattern, Scania wordmark print on 2 panels and pouch.

036 For the full assortment – scania.com/merchandise
A NATURAL HIGH-PERFORMANCE FABRIC

Wool is a fantastic material with a number of characteristics that man-made fibres can only dream of. Produced in the right way, it is also a good choice with concern both for the animals and the environment. That is why we offer some exclusive wool products such as blankets, sweaters and hats.

Wool can breathe, absorbing moisture from the body and releasing it into the air, just like a modern high-tech material. The fibres are elastic and durable, which makes it comfortable and long lasting. It helps you to stay warm in the winter and cool in the summer, is naturally rain repellant, odour-resistant and cleans itself.

A wool garment should be aired frequently and seldom washed. Cared for in the right way, it will be with you for many years.

The wool in our products derives only from farms where animals are cared for in the right way, providing better welfare for the sheep.

One of the products in the assortment is a soft eco-wool blanket, a piece of genuine craftsmanship produced exclusively for Scania by Klippan Yllefabrik. Dating back to 1879, the company has built its proud reputation on an exquisite blend of Swedish design, a long tradition of textile knowledge and sustainable production.
Zip Contrast Cardigan, see page 039.

For the full assortment – scania.com/merchandise
Leatherman Tool Bracelet

Leatherman multi-tool in stainless steel bracelet link with 29 tools. Scania wordmark on lock and Leatherman logotype on link. **Material:** Stainless steel (2567261).

Basic Wordmark Beanie

Stay warm and comfortable in this knitted woollen beanie. **Size:** One size, regular fit. **Colour:** Grey mélange (2777937), Black (2777938). **Material:** 70% wool*, 30% nylon. **Details:** Knitted Scania wordmark. Coolmax lining, reflective yarn above bottom rib.

Zip Contrast Cardigan (MEN)

One of the good things about the chilly season is a soft and classic cardigan. **Size:** S-XXXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Black with grey details (2758375-380). **Material:** 80% certified lamb’s wool*, 20% nylon. **Details:** Scania symbol on sleeve, Scania wordmark on back. Heavy-knitted, contrast colour stripes on sleeves, metal zipper.
Bed Linen Set
Dream sweet Scania dreams in this well-designed bed linen set with a V8 engine pillow case. Colour: Black, white and grey (2767669). Size: Cover 150×210 cm, Pillow case 50×60 cm. Material: 100% organic cotton. Details: High quality bedding designed to capture the essence of Scania.
Leather Tablet Sleeve
Crafted to stand the test of time, this stylish tablet sleeve will simplify your workday. Colour: Natural/blue backside (2767531). Material: Vegetable tanned full grain cow leather. Size: Inside 257×185 mm (fits 9.7” / 10.5” tablets). Details: Debossed Scania wordmark, made in Sweden.

Leather Laptop Bag

Cedar Shoe Tree Block

Leather Card Holder
A Scania cardholder is the perfect way to safeguard your business and payment cards. Colour: Natural/blue backside (2767530). Size: 70×100 mm. Material: Vegetable tanned full grain cow leather. Details: Debossed Scania wordmark, made in Sweden.

Leather Wallet

Leather Lanyard

Leather Key Wallet
Gorgeous and easy to find, this leather key wallet is the perfect accessory for safely keeping your keys together. Colour: Natural (2767533). Size: 85 mm x 20 mm. Material: Vegetable tanned full grain cow leather. Details: Debossed Scania wordmark, made in Sweden.

Leather Keybelle
Classic Insulation Jacket (MEN)


Leather Bracelet


Denim Shirt (MEN)

A classic denim shirt is a safe bet, especially when it features cool details and is made of soft, organic cotton. Size: S-XXXL, regular fit. Colour: Denim blue (2758324-329). Material: 100% organic cotton, organic wash. Details: Scania outline wordmark embroidery on back, Scania symbol press buttons.

Denim Shirt (WOMEN)

A classic denim shirt is a safe bet, especially when it features cool details and is made of soft, organic cotton. Size: S-XXL. Colour: Denim blue (2758360-364). Material: 100% organic cotton, organic wash. Details: Scania outline wordmark embroidery on back, Scania symbol press buttons.
LONG LIVE CRAFTSMANSHIP

If you look closely at our brass key rings you will see the high level of detail and quality finish. It’s all about craftsmanship and precision in every detail.

The small company Svenska Medalj is the name behind some of the most renowned medals in the world, such as the Nobel Prize medals and Sweden’s H.M. The King’s medals. They are also long-term designers and manufacturers of brass keyrings and other exquisite metal work in the Scania collection. The company has genuine material knowledge and true craftsmanship, using well-proven instruments and machines (in fact, some of their stamping tools are over 200 years old). However, a traditional production is not necessarily old fashioned. Thanks to a modern way of thinking, they have created a sustainable production and circular flow by recycling and reusing material. A mindset that perfectly matches that of Scania.
Keyring Scania Symbol
The Scania symbol, one of the most popular and memorable in the world is now yours, sculpted in 925 sterling silver.

Colour: Silver (2767747).
Material: 925 sterling silver.
Details: True collector’s item, made in Sweden.

Keyring Opener
Treat yourself to the unmistakeable style and practicality of a Scania keyring that also serves as a handy bottle opener.

Colour: Metal/silver (2767750).
Material: Metal coated solid brass.
Details: Keyring with bottle opener functionality. Scania logotype / seat cover design, made in Sweden.

Cufflinks
Elegant and discrete cufflinks, molded in the Scania symbol.

Colour: Metal / silver (2767752).
Size: Diameter 19 mm.
Material: Metal coated solid brass.
Details: Cufflinks with new Scania symbol.

Keyring Scania Symbol
The Scania symbol, one of the most popular and memorable in the world is now yours, sculpted in 925 sterling silver.

Colour: Silver (2767747).
Material: 925 sterling silver.
Details: True collector’s item, made in Sweden.
**Hub Jacket (WOMEN)**

The perfect, all-around choice for spring and summer activities. **Size:** S-XXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Black (2758400-404). **Material:** 100% certified mulesing-free merino wool. **Details:** Fine-knitted, decorative button closure, Scania wordmark tone-in-tone badge on chest.

---

**Knitted Cardigan (WOMEN)**

Enjoy chilly days with a warming cardigan of the finest merino wool, a responsible choice. **Size:** S-XXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Black (2758400-404). **Material:** 100% certified mulesing-free merino wool. **Details:** Fine-knitted, decorative button closure, Scania wordmark tone-in-tone badge on chest.

---

**Flirt**

A watch made to turn heads, sporting ivory mother of pearl and Swarovski stones. **Colour:** Ivory mother of pearl dial, gold-plated (2742056). **Material:** Sapphire coated crystal in 32 mm gold-plated stainless steel, mother of pearl, swarovski stones. **Details:** Brown leather strap + additional black. Scania symbol on dial. Water resistant 50M. Swiss made. 5-year warranty.

---

**Driver’s Shades**

Handmade, lightweight unisex frame with high quality lens, the perfect choice for professional drivers. **Colour:** Black (2758312). **Material:** Cellulose acetate. **Details:** Grey CR-39 lens with full UV protection. Silver Scania symbol plate on temple. Delivered in hard case with polishing pouch.

---

**Genuine**

For the full assortment – scania.com/merchandise
Limited Edition Solar Watch

A piece of pure innovation, this solar-powered watch needs no battery. Only 200 pieces available worldwide. **Colour:** Blue dial, stainless steel (2767775). **Material:** Sapphire coated crystal in 44 mm stainless steel case, brushed stainless steel bracelet. **Details:** Swiss-made solar power technology. Works for up to 2 months without light. Water resistant 100M. Swiss made. 5-year warranty. Scania Wordmark on dial.
Basic Beanie
Plain-knitted beanie with cropped Griffin 1891 print. Coolmax® lining.
Size: One size.
Colour: Grey mélange (2482528), Black (2482527).
Material: 70% acryl, 30% wool.

V-neck Pullover (MEN)
A fine-knitted pullover is a soft and classic necessity in your wardrobe. 
Material: 100% certified merino wool*.
Details: Rib details around neck hole, Scania symbol badge on chest.

V-neck Pullover (WOMEN)
A fine-knitted pullover is a soft and classic necessity in your wardrobe. 
Material: 100% certified merino wool*.
Details: Rib details around neck hole, Scania symbol badge on chest.

Bolt Jacket (MEN)
Wear the warm 2-in-1 jacket as it is or scale down – both the outer and inner jacket can be worn separately.

*Read more about mulesing-free wool on page 115
Slim 3D Griffin T-shirt (WOMEN)
The characteristic outlined Griffin print gives this t-shirt a unique, futuristic look. **Size:** S-XXL, slim fit. **Colour:** Broken white (2757869-873), Plum (2757875-879). **Material:** 95% organic cotton, 5% elasthane. **Details:** 3D Cropped Griffin print, wider neck hole, enforcement tape inside shoulder seams.

Classic Insulation Jacket (WOMEN)
With its quilted pattern, this jacket is a stylish and flexible addition to your wardrobe. **Size:** S-XXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Broken white (2742217-221), Black (2742212-216). **Material:** Shellfabric and Padding: 100% recycled polyester. Lining: 100% nylon. **Details:** Reflective Scania symbol on front, reflective Scania wordmark on neck. Reflective pipings on shoulder seams, two-colour zippers, contrast colour lining.

Promo Black
A true travelling companion to treasure and keep close to you. **Colour:** Black dial, black rubber strap (2742051). **Material:** Sapphire coated crystal in stainless steel gun plated 42 mm case. **Details:** Day and date display, Ronda 517 movement, luminous hands. Scania symbol on dial. Water resistant 50M. Swiss made. 5-year warranty.

Madame
A gracious watch with tons of attitude reflected in its sleek design. **Colour:** Mother of pearl dial, stainless steel (2742057). **Material:** Sapphire coated crystal in 34 mm stainless steel case, mother of pearl, brushed stainless steel bracelet. **Details:** Small second display. Scania symbol on dial. Water resistant 50M. Swiss made. 5-year warranty.

Promo Black
A true travelling companion to treasure and keep close to you. **Colour:** Black dial, black rubber strap (2742051). **Material:** Sapphire coated crystal in stainless steel gun plated 42 mm case. **Details:** Day and date display, Ronda 517 movement, luminous hands. Scania symbol on dial. Water resistant 50M. Swiss made. 5-year warranty.

Madame
A gracious watch with tons of attitude reflected in its sleek design. **Colour:** Mother of pearl dial, stainless steel (2742057). **Material:** Sapphire coated crystal in 34 mm stainless steel case, mother of pearl, brushed stainless steel bracelet. **Details:** Small second display. Scania symbol on dial. Water resistant 50M. Swiss made. 5-year warranty.

Promo Black
A true travelling companion to treasure and keep close to you. **Colour:** Black dial, black rubber strap (2742051). **Material:** Sapphire coated crystal in stainless steel gun plated 42 mm case. **Details:** Day and date display, Ronda 517 movement, luminous hands. Scania symbol on dial. Water resistant 50M. Swiss made. 5-year warranty.

Madame
A gracious watch with tons of attitude reflected in its sleek design. **Colour:** Mother of pearl dial, stainless steel (2742057). **Material:** Sapphire coated crystal in 34 mm stainless steel case, mother of pearl, brushed stainless steel bracelet. **Details:** Small second display. Scania symbol on dial. Water resistant 50M. Swiss made. 5-year warranty.

Promo Black
A true travelling companion to treasure and keep close to you. **Colour:** Black dial, black rubber strap (2742051). **Material:** Sapphire coated crystal in stainless steel gun plated 42 mm case. **Details:** Day and date display, Ronda 517 movement, luminous hands. Scania symbol on dial. Water resistant 50M. Swiss made. 5-year warranty.

Madame
A gracious watch with tons of attitude reflected in its sleek design. **Colour:** Mother of pearl dial, stainless steel (2742057). **Material:** Sapphire coated crystal in 34 mm stainless steel case, mother of pearl, brushed stainless steel bracelet. **Details:** Small second display. Scania symbol on dial. Water resistant 50M. Swiss made. 5-year warranty.

Promo Black
A true travelling companion to treasure and keep close to you. **Colour:** Black dial, black rubber strap (2742051). **Material:** Sapphire coated crystal in stainless steel gun plated 42 mm case. **Details:** Day and date display, Ronda 517 movement, luminous hands. Scania symbol on dial. Water resistant 50M. Swiss made. 5-year warranty.

Madame
A gracious watch with tons of attitude reflected in its sleek design. **Colour:** Mother of pearl dial, stainless steel (2742057). **Material:** Sapphire coated crystal in 34 mm stainless steel case, mother of pearl, brushed stainless steel bracelet. **Details:** Small second display. Scania symbol on dial. Water resistant 50M. Swiss made. 5-year warranty.
The watch on your arm often becomes a true companion through life and a beloved accessory. At Scania we value the need for quality and reliability for a watch, just in the same way as for our vehicles. In addition with a timeless Scania design and in V8, XT or heritage styles.

Since a few years our watches are of proven Swiss Made quality and precision – providing only the best craftsmanship, technical competence and innovation, as well as aesthetic values. A commitment that fits well with Scania's drive for innovation, quality, design and craftsmanship.

**Quality in every detail**

Each watch is assembled, controlled and packaged manually by watchmakers who have been extensively trained and are professionals in their field. Care and handwork are at the core of each working step. In this way, every watch is guaranteed to offer the prestigious Swiss watchmaking tradition.

Each watch in our range has sapphire coated crystal glass that is extra resistant to scratches and also has water resistant qualities. In order to ensure the quality and accuracy of each timepiece, only superior movements of the Swiss manufacturers ETA, Ronda and Sellita are used. This new watch collection is provided with an extra-long warranty, now covering five years, with the possibility to have your watch repaired at our supplier should it be needed.

**The next step – solar watches**

Our 2018 collection features the new limited edition solar-powered timepiece, a natural step on our journey to make better choices for our planet.
Classic Parka 2.0 (MEN)
Scania Symbol Cap, see page 060.
Cargo Pants (MEN)

Promo Steel
A true travelling companion to treasure and keep close to you. Colour: Black dial, green canvas strap (2742052). Material: Sapphire coated crystal in stainless steel 42 mm case. Details: Day and date display. Ronda 517 movement, luminous hands. Scania symbol on dial. Water resistant 50M. Swiss made. 5-year warranty.

Cabin Quilt Jacket (MEN)
Camber Jacket (WOMEN)
This versatile, light-padded camber jacket is a true asset in your wardrobe. Size: S-XXL, regular fit. Colour: Black (2742559-563). Material: Shellfabric: 52% polyester, 28% cotton, 20% Airmem PU. Lining: 100% nylon, Padding: 50% recycled polyester, 50% polyester. Details: Reflective Scania logotype on chest, Scania wordmark on back, elastic at back waist, contrast colour lining. Reflective pipings on sleeves, hidden cuffs inside sleeve ends.

Basic Beanie Turnup
Comfortable, rib-knitted beanie that will keep you nice and warm in chilly temperatures. Size: One size, regular fit. Colour: Black (2777936). Material: 95% recycled polyester, 5% elastane. Details: Turnup design, Scania symbol badge on front.

Padded Jacket (WOMEN)

Promo Black Watch, see page 050.

Classic Long-sleeve T-shirt (WOMEN)

For the full assortment – scania.com/merchandise

Genuine
Classic Parka 2.0 (WOMEN)

Limit Jacket (MEN)

Storm Jacket (WOMEN)

Cargo Vest (MEN)

Reverse Vest (MEN)

Classic Insulation Vest (WOMEN)

Quilted Zip Sweatshirt (WOMEN)
Must-have sweater, the perfect combination of function, comfort and style. Size: S-XXXL, regular fit. Colour: Black (2757941-2757945). Material: 100 % organic cotton. Padding 100 % polyester. Details: Diamond quilt, jacket design, metal zippers, Scania wordmark on chest.

Cargo Jacket (MEN)

Classic Insulation Vest (MEN)

Quilted Zip Sweatshirt (MEN)
Must-have sweater, the perfect combination of function, comfort and style. Size: S-XXXL, regular fit. Colour: Black (2757941-2757945). Material: 100 % organic cotton. Padding 100 % polyester. Details: Diamond quilt, jacket design, metal zippers, Scania wordmark on chest.
CLASSIC DENIM LOOK — WITH A TWIST

Stonewashed denim never seems to go out of style. Getting that perfect feel and more or less worn look, traditionally requires manual work and large amounts of water and energy. The Scania denim jeans are made from organic cotton, with an innovative laser technology to get that authentic feeling and timeless, classic look.

A thrifty process
At Scania, we continuously strive to expand our collaboration with innovative, renowned partners, such as Jeanologia. Their unique treatment of fabric, uses laser and ozone in a sealed process to create unique “washed” designs. This ingenious technology does not only minimise the use of water, chemicals and energy; it also contributes to improved working environment.

Designed for comfort
Our denim jeans are specially designed to be comfortable both behind the wheel and when relaxing at home or playing with your kids. The jeans come in two styles, classic or relaxed fit. The latter have pre-bent knees and pockets adapted for driving. Every detail is there for a reason, designed for and by Scania drivers.
A NATURAL SHIFT

Cotton products such as t-shirts, hoodies and caps have continued to be among the most popular items in our assortment for many years. The same goes for towels and bed sheets. Besides selecting a premium quality that is comfortable to wear and will still look good wash after wash, we have chosen to switch to certified organic cotton for almost all of our cotton range. To us, this is a natural step in offering products made in a responsible way.

Certified organic cotton
Certified organic cotton has been cultivated and harvested without use of chemical pesticides or fertilisers. The entire cotton farming is based on local and renewable resources, where the farmer is obliged to conserve natural resources, preserve the long-term fertility of the soil, and create the largest possible recirculation of nutrients.
Classic Scania Zip Sweatshirt (WOMEN)
The satin embroidery gives this zip sweatshirt a nice, feminine Scania look. **Colour:** Old pink (2757925-929), Broken white (2757920-924). **Material:** 100 % organic cotton sweat, non-brushed. **Details:** Scania symbol badge on chest, Scania wordmark satin embroidery patch on sleeve, contrast colour zipper, V-shaped pipings on front and back yoke.

Loose Symbol T-shirt (MEN)
Comfortable t-shirt with sophisticated print, cozy comfort on a lazy day. **Size:** S-XXXL, loose fit. **Colour:** Navy (2757952-957), Anthracite mélange (2757646-2757951). **Material:** 100 % organic cotton jersey. **Details:** Scania symbol print on front, nicely worked details.

Regular King of the Road T-shirt (MEN)
The bold duotone print makes this King of the Road t-shirt a true eye-catcher. **Size:** S-XXXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Wooden green (2757656-661), Burnt orange (2757665-670), Navy (2757671-676). **Material:** 100 % organic cotton. **Details:** Cropped Griffin with King of the Road on front. Nicely worked details.
Wristband

Scania Symbol Cap

Basic Cropped Griffin Zip Hoodie (WOMEN)

Basic Cropped Griffin
Zip Hoodie
(WOMEN)

Basic Cropped Griffin Zip Hoodie
(WOMEN)

Basic Cropped Griffin Zip Hoodie (WOMEN)

Basic Cropped Griffin Zip Hoodie (WOMEN)

Basic Cropped Griffin Zip Hoodie (WOMEN)

Basic Cropped Griffin Zip Hoodie (WOMEN)

Basic Cropped Griffin Zip Hoodie (WOMEN)

Basic Cropped Griffin Zip Hoodie (WOMEN)
Cropped Griffin Tank Top
(WOMEN)

Whether you are working or enjoying a lazy day, a stylish tank top is always a good choice. Size: S-XXL, loose fit. Colour: Grey mélange (2767880-884). Material: 100 % organic cotton. Details: Cropped Griffin Majestic Power print.

Topgear XT Watch, see page 095.
Contrast Trademark Hoodie (MEN)

Sporty and classic everyday wear, with details that add to the overall cozy feel. **Size:** S-XXXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Grey mélange (2758097-102). **Material:** 100 % organic cotton sweat with brushed inside. **Details:** Scania wordmark print on front, kangaroo pocket and drawstring.

Front Cap, see page 072.

For the full assortment – scania.com/merchandise
Regular E-line T-shirt


Trucker Belt 130 cm

Make an impression in this casual and versatile leather belt. The metal buckle inspired by the Scania truck front grille adds that little bit extra. Colour: Black (2571669). Size: Length 130 cm. Material: 100 % cow leather. Details: Adjustable length of 130 cm.

Duo Trademark Cap

A classic cap for the true Scania fan, to have and to wear. Size: One size, regular fit. Colour: Grey/black (2742040). Material: 100 % organic cotton twill. Details: Scania logotype, adjustment strap, pre-curved peak with piping and contrast colour stitching.

Contrast Symbol Zip Hoodie (MEN)


Regular E-line T-shirt (MEN)

Trademark Beanie
With the reflective Scania logotype print, this jersey beanie will make a bold statement. Size: One size, regular fit. Colour: Faded plum (2757684), Black (2757683). Material: Stretch jersey, 92% organic cotton, 8% elastane. Details: Scania logotype reflective print on front.

Original Pattern Zip Hoodie (MEN)

Genuine
Classic Pattern Zip Hoodie (WOMEN)

The pattern is inspired by the Scania truck grille, giving this hoodie a one-of-a-kind look. Size: S-XXL, regular fit. Colour: Grey mélange (2767950-934). Material: 100% organic cotton sweat, brushed. Details: Plum coloured Cropped Griffin print on front, Scania wordmark on pocket, hidden pockets, contrast colour zipper, rib at sleeve end.
Basic Cropped Griffin Zip Hoodie, see page 067.
Spirit V8 Watch, see page 072.
Front Shades, see page 027.

For the full assortment – scania.com/merchandise
Basic Cropped Griffin Zip Hoodie (MEN)

Regular 3D Griffin T-shirt (MEN)

Sport Griffin Cap
Love the details, this cap features a discreet peak pattern inspired by the Scania grille. Size: One size, regular fit. Colour: Black (2667620), Wooden green (2742081). Material: 100% organic cotton twill. Details: Scania symbol embroidery, adjustment strap, contrast colour piping.

Belt
**Road Belt 130 cm**
A classic leather belt with a timeless design. The metal buckle inspired by the Scania truck front grille. **Colour:** Black (2571670). **Size:** Length 130 cm. **Material:** 100 % ox leather, metal buckle. **Details:** Scania front grille metal buckle, adjustable length of 130 cm.

**Proof Jacket (MEN)**
High performance, water-resistant jacket for all activities, featuring innovative material features like breathability and odour control. **Size:** S-XXXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Black (2742489-494). **Material:** 75 % nylon, 25 % polyurethane (Airmem). Shellfabric: CO WR 10,000 mm/10,000 gr (10K/10K), membrane S’Café. **Details:** Reflective Scania logotype on chest, water resistant contrast colour coil zippers, drawstrings on hood and at bottom. Taped seams inside jacket.

**Classic Grandpa’ (MEN)**
A traditional classic with all the usual details, yet one of a kind. **Size:** S-XXXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Black (2758015-020). **Material:** 100 % organic cotton. **Details:** Scania front grille badge on chest, longer back than front.

**Baseball King of the Road Cap**
The obvious choice for the non-compromising Scania fan. **Size:** One size, regular fit. **Colour:** Black (2742079). **Material:** 100 % organic cotton twill. **Details:** King of the Road embroidery, Scania Wordmark, adjustment strap, contrast colour piping.

**Mélange Rugger (MEN)**
The details and specially-knitted fabric will make this rugger your new favorite. **Size:** S-XXXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Black mélange (2758067-072). **Material:** 100 % organic cotton. **Details:** Scania Symbol on back, Scania wordmark badge on chest. Hidden buttons, side seam slits, solid colour ribs on collar and cuffs.

**Scania Sweat Pants (MEN)**
Just perfect for any type of activity or relaxing moments. **Size:** S-XXXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Black (2758121-126), Grey mélange (2758127-132). **Material:** 100 % organic cotton sweat, non-brushed inside. **Details:** Scania wordmark on leg, elastic drawstring in waistband, ribs at leg cuffs, pockets with zip closure.

**Scania Sweat Pants (WOMEN)**
Probably the most comfortable piece of clothing you can wear. **Size:** S-XXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Black (2758143-147). **Material:** 100 % organic cotton sweat, non-brushed. **Details:** Scania wordmark on leg, elastic drawstring in waistband, ribs at leg cuffs, pockets with zip closure.

**Basic Wordmark Cap**
A classic all-purpose cap for the Scania fan. **Size:** One size, regular fit. **Colour:** Black (2742076), Burnt red (2742076), Navy (2742078), Optical white (2742077). **Material:** 100 % organic cotton twill. **Details:** High-finish Scania wordmark embroidery, adjustment strap, pre-curved peak.

**Class Line Zip Sweatshirt (MEN)**
Celebrate innovation and development with this eye-catching sweater. **Size:** S-XXXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Black (2758115-120). **Material:** 100 % organic cotton, brushed inside. **Details:** Cropped Griffin on front, Scania wordmark print on back. Contrast colour zipper.
Regular Long-sleeve Wordmark T-shirt (MEN)
A comfortable, extra layer to wear when working or relaxing. Size: S-XXXL, regular fit. Colour: Black (2757700-705).
Material: 100% organic cotton. Details: Scania wordmark print on back neck.

Slim Line T-shirt (WOMEN)
Wear it, love it and choose it, again and again. There is a risk this well-designed t-shirt will be your new favorite. Size: S-XXL, slim fit. Colour: Dust blue (2757695-699). Material: 100% organic cotton. Details: Cropped Griffin and Scania line print on front. Invisible stitches at bottom sleeve and hem.

Classic Scania Piqué (MEN)
When you want to look proper and well-dressed, regardless of occasion. Size: S-XXXXL, regular fit. Colour: Dust blue (2758031-037), Optical white (2758046-052), Grey mélange (2758060-066), Burnt red (2758023-029), Navy (2758053-059), Black (2758038-044). Material: 100% organic cotton piqué. Details: Scania wordmark on chest, contrast colour stripes on collar and cuffs, longer back than front, split side.

Classic Scania Piqué (WOMEN)
When you want to look proper and well-dressed, regardless of occasion. Size: S-XXL, fitted stretch. Colour: Old pink (2757885-889), Burnt red (2757895-899), Optical white (2757900-904), Black (2757890-894). Material: 95% organic cotton, 5% elasthane piqué. Details: Contrast colour stripes on collar, Scania wordmark on chest.

Slim Line T-shirt (WOMEN)
Wear it, love it and choose it, again and again. There is a risk this well-designed t-shirt will be your new favorite. Size: S-XXL, slim fit. Colour: Dust blue (2757695-699). Material: 100% organic cotton. Details: Cropped Griffin and Scania line print on front. Invisible stitches at bottom sleeve and hem.

Learn more about our products and textiles on page 115
When emotion meets logic

The current Scania V8 engine in the New Truck Generation is the perfect match between excellent reliability, and outstanding performance. This is the result of decades of innovation and development, carried out by our designers and engineers in close co-operation with the true experts – people like yourself. Together, we have turned the Scania V8 into a legend in the industry.

A unique collection

To honour Scania V8 lovers all over the world, our designers have created a unique collection of V8-designed clothes and accessories. A collection evolved from the same foundation that has formed the development of our vehicles and engines – great functionality, reliability and user satisfaction, coupled with the ambition to continuously develop our assortments to incorporate more responsible and sustainable choices.

A TRIBUTE TO ALL V8 LOVERS

Scania V8. The mere phrase puts a smile on the face of truck drivers and operators all over the world. Ever since its first launch in 1969, the Scania V8 has received overwhelming response. The impressive performance, significant design, and the typical, powerful rumble of the engine are features that have attracted truck lovers over decades. Our V8 collection is a tribute to these people.
Regular Front T-shirt (MEN)
Inspired by the Scania truck grille, this t-shirt sends a powerful message. Size: S-XXXL, regular fit. Colour: Grey mélange (2758002-007), Burnt red (2758009-014). Material: 100% organic cotton. Details: Scania truck grille on front, enforcement tape inside shoulder seams.

Bottle Opener V8

V8 Keyring
Keyring in brushed metal and black enamel with V8 symbol and embossed Scania wordmark. Colour: Metal (2561097).

Spirit V8
Wear the spirit of Scania with this watch combining V8 power and timeless elegance. Colour: Black dial, black leather strap with red stitching (2742045). Material: Sapphire coated crystal in 42 mm stainless steel case. Details: World-leading ETA G10.212 movement. V8 symbol on dial. 100M water resistant. Swiss made. 5-year warranty.

Trucker Front Cap
Make a Scania statement. The print is inspired by one of the most recognized features on a Scania truck – the grille. Size: One size, regular fit. Colour: Black (2742042). Material: 100% organic cotton twill, 100% polyester mesh. Details: White/grey Scania grille print pre-curved peak, adjustment strap.

For the full assortment – scania.com/merchandise
Road Jacket (MEN)
You are sure to be seen in this comfortable jacket, the perfect all-around choice for summer and spring. **Size:** S-XXXXL, regular fit.
**Colour:** Grey (2742456-462). **Material:**
Shellfabric: 100 % nylon, lining: 100 % recycled polyester. Lining sleeve: 100 % nylon. **Details:** V8 print on back, Scania logotype on chest, Scania symbol on sleeve. Metal zipper, resting pockets, reflective pipings on sleeves.

Sport Griffin 3D cap, see page 014.
Spirit V8 Watch, see page 072.
Driver’s Shades, see page 046.
Basic Wordmark T-shirt, see page 025.

Learn more about our products and textiles on page 115
V8 Lunch Box
The Scania V8 is the high-performance benchmark. Team up with this innovative, three-piece lunch box.

- **Colour:** Steel (2767632).
- **Size:** Set of 3 pieces.
- **Material:** Food-grade stainless steel.
- **Details:** Engraved V8 symbol, dishwasher safe. Not for use in microwave ovens.

V8 Coffee Mug
Shiny stainless steel mug with laser-engraved V8 logo. **Colour:** Steel (2090961).

V8 Food Jar
The perfect travel companion – a doubled-walled thermos that keeps your food warm or cold, with a folding spoon. **Colour:** Steel (2767630). **Size:** 550 ml. **Material:** Stainless steel. **Details:** Engraved V8 symbol, hand wash only.

V8 Steel Bottle
Enjoy hot and cold drinks from this high performance, doubled-walled vacuum flask. **Colour:** Steel (2767629). **Size:** 500 ml. **Material:** Stainless steel. **Details:** V8 logo/text print, hand wash only.

V8 Food Jar
The perfect travel companion – a doubled-walled thermos that keeps your food warm or cold, with a folding spoon. **Colour:** Steel (2767630). **Size:** 550 ml. **Material:** Stainless steel. **Details:** Engraved V8 symbol, hand wash only.

V8 Coffee Mug
Shiny stainless steel mug with laser-engraved V8 logo. **Colour:** Steel (2090961).

V8 Steel Bottle
Enjoy hot and cold drinks from this high performance, doubled-walled vacuum flask. **Colour:** Steel (2767629). **Size:** 500 ml. **Material:** Stainless steel. **Details:** V8 logo/text print, hand wash only.
Basic V8 Hoodie (MEN)

V8 Belt

Basic Beanie V8
The V8 symbol sends a strong and powerful message, in line with our V8 engines. Size: One size, regular fit. Colour: Black (2282645). Material: 70% acryl, 30% wool. Details: Knitted V8 logo and Scania wordmark. Coolmax lining, reflective yarn above bottom rib.

Multi Function V8
Packed with features, this V8 chronograph is at the top of its game. Colour: Black dial, black rubber strap (2742046). Material: Sapphire crystal in 45 mm stainless steel case. Details: World-leading ETA E48.341 movement. Altimeter, weather forecast, chronometer, two alarms, timer, second time zone, thermometer, perpetual calendar. V8 symbol on dial. 100M water resistant. Swiss made. 5-year warranty.
V8 iPhone Case
A hi-tech phone deserves a cool, cutting-edge cover in aluminium. **Colour:** Silver with V8-red (2767631). **Size:** Fits iPhone 6, 7 and 8. **Material:** TPU+PC-material case, aluminium back sticker. **Details:** Aluminium back with V8-red plastic frame. V8 symbol on the case, more cases available online.

Classic Leather Jacket, see page 026.

More cases available online!
Basic V8 T-shirt (MEN)
Making a V8 statement, this all-purpose t-shirt is the perfect base in any wardrobe. Size: S-XXXXL, regular fit. Colour: Grey mélange (2757561-587), Black (2757567-573), Burnt red (2757674-580). Material: 100% organic cotton. Details: V8 print, Scania wordmark on back.

Sport V8 Cap
Scania V8 is power, efficiency and great design. The bold V8 embroidery will certainly draw attention. Size: One size, regular fit. Colour: Burnt red (2742084), Black (2742083). Material: 100% organic cotton twill. Details: High-finish V8 embroidery, adjustment strap, pre-curved peak with contrast colour piping.

Automatic Umbrella
Black automatic umbrella with V8 graphical element with red glow print. Handle in EVA material. Colour: Black (2629284). Size: Ø110 cm, length 93 cm.

Mouse Mat V8

Learn more about our products and textiles on page 115
Regular Grand V8 T-shirt (MEN)
Some t-shirts make a truly confident impression. This is one of them. **Size:** S-XXXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Black (2757677-682). **Material:** 100% organic cotton. **Details:** V8 print on front.

Regular Grand V8 T-shirt (WOMEN)
Some t-shirts make a truly confident impression. This is one of them. **Size:** S-XXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Black (2757854-858). **Material:** 100% organic cotton. **Details:** V8 print on front.

Keyring V8
Designed to make a difference, this V8 keyring comes complete with carabiner for an exclusive look. **Colour:** Black with red stitching (2767728). **Size:** 145×30 mm. **Material:** Leather. **Details:** V8 symbol, antic silver elements.

Coffee Cup
Black stoneware coffee mug with V8 symbol in shiny black print. Holds 250 ml. Delivered in gift box. **Colour:** Black (2560979). **Size:** 250 ml.

Thermo Mug
Black thermo mug in stainless steel with push-to-open lid and V8 graphical element with red glow print. Handwash only. Delivered in gift box. **Colour:** Black (2629265). **Size:** Holds 320 ml.

Bath Towel
Black bath towel with silver V8 velour print. 100% cotton. **Colour:** Black (2410247). **Size:** 70×140 cm.
Backpack V8
Travel in style with this sturdy V8 backpack. Colour: Black with reflex trimmings (2767641). Size: 56×31×11 cm, 20 L. Material: 100% recycled polyester. Details: Roll-top, inside protective pocket, chest strap, waist belt, reflective Scania wordmark.
CELEBRATING A PROUD HERITAGE

Through our almost 130 years long history, Scania has become synonymous with quality, design and evolution through continuous innovation. A unique heritage full of fantastic products which still continues to engage and create emotions. At Scania, we feel honored and privileged to represent a brand with such a long history and dedicated fan base. This collection celebrates our proud heritage through a selection of products featuring powerful logotypes from our history. A must have for all Scania fans.

There are a lot of classic old Scania vehicles out there, surprisingly many still in good condition, renovated by enthusiasts. Only in Scania’s own collection there are around 80 vehicles, the oldest dating back to 1903.

The retro Scania logos are in themselves a treasure, with an expression typical for the period in time they are representing. The griffin has a central position in Scania’s history since 1901. The shape of the pedal crank from the original bicycles was combined with the griffin from the coat of arms of the city, where Scania originates from. Elements that are still today representing Scania.

You will find a wide range of products in our assortment, all of which feature popular heritage logos from years gone by, from t-shirts to brass keyrings.
Celebrating your closest friend and partner on the road, indulge in this vintage chronograph, a true collector's item.

**Colour:** White dial, stainless steel.
**Material:** Sapphire coated crystal in stainless steel 42.5 mm case.
**Details:** Ronda 5021.D, red brown leather strap, Scania Vabis logo on dial. Water resistant 100M. Swiss made. 5-year warranty.

For the full assortment – scania.com/merchandise
Basic Scania Vabis Hoodie (WOMEN)
A classic hoodie with a classic Scania Heritage motif, made for work and leisure.

Baseball Vabis Cap
Combine style and tradition with this stylish Scania Vabis heritage cap.

Scania Vabis Belt
If you like the vintage look, this canvas cotton belt with a metal buckle is the one for you. Colour: Black/grey (2777935). Size: One size. Material: Upcycled* cotton 43 %, polyester 38 %, polypropen 19 %. Metal buckle. Details: Adjustable length of 130 cm.

Bottle Opener
Mount it on a wall and enjoy the attention this cool retro tool will receive. Colour: Metal (2767635). Material: Metal. Details: Wall mounted, Scania Heritage logotype. Complete with two mounting screws.

Scania Heritage
Learn more about our products and textiles on page 115
Classic Vabis Sweatshirt (MEN)
A classic sweatshirt with a classic motif, it can’t get any better. 

Regular Grand Vabis T-shirt (MEN)
If you are looking for a t-shirt with a stylish heritage print, this is the one for you. Size: S-XXL, regular fit. Colour: Dust blue (2757631-636), Wooden green (2757637-642), Navy (2757646-651). Material: 100% organic cotton. Details: Scania Vabis duo-tone print.

Regular Grand Vabis T-shirt (WOMEN)

Vintage Rose
Celebrate your closest friend and partner on the road with this vintage chronograph, a true collector’s item. Colour: Blue dial, rose plated (2742054). Material: Sapphire coated crystal in rose plated stainless steel 42.5 mm. Details: Ronda 5021.D movement, rich brown leather strap. Scania Vabis logo on dial. Water resistant 100M. Swiss made. 5-year warranty.
Relaxed Vabis Sweatshirt (WOMEN)
Scania Heritage

Beach Towel Scania Family
Sport a bit of heritage with a soft beach towel with Scania’s core product range. **Colour:** Real-life colours and images (2767592). **Size:** 70×140 cm, 400 grams. **Material:** 50% polyester and 50% OEKO-TEX cotton. **Details:** Scania Heritage Collector’s item.

Beach Towel 3-series
Sport a bit of heritage in a soft beach towel with Scania Heritage 3-series trucks. **Colour:** Real-life colours and images (2767592). **Size:** 70×140 cm, 400 grams. **Material:** 50% polyester and 50% OEKO-TEX cotton. **Details:** Scania Heritage Collector’s item.

Mug Trucks
Get your own fleet, each mug comes with different Scania trucks, from heritage to present day. **Colour:** White and navy with multi-coloured trucks motifs (2767723). **Size:** 10×8 cm. **Material:** 100% stoneware. **Details:** High quality for a sense of true heritage, delivered in black box.

Keyring Heritage
Legendary trucks that revolutionized transport and industry. Our shared passion for Scania quality is captured in this keyring with the heritage Scania symbol. **Colour:** Scania blue with metal trimmings (2767724). **Size:** 35 mm. **Material:** Metal and epoxy. **Details:** Timeless collectors’ items.

Beach Towel Scania Family
Sport a bit of heritage with a soft beach towel with Scania’s core product range. **Colour:** Real-life colours and images (2767591). **Size:** 70×140 cm, 400 grams. **Material:** 50% polyester and 50% OEKO-TEX cotton. **Details:** Scania Heritage Collector’s item.
Coasters
Celebrate the proud Scania heritage with retro-designed coasters delivered in an exclusive gift box. A true collector’s item. **Colour:** Scania symbols on white background (2767680). **Material:** Cork, MDF and paper. **Details:** Waterproof, laminated paper. A true collector’s item. Set of 8 unique coasters.

Serving Trays
Serve your guests in Scania retro style and read interesting facts about Scania’s heritage. **Colour:** White with black print (2767703). **Size:** 27×20 cm, set of 2 trays. **Material:** FSC marked birch veneer. **Details:** Retro Scania design with information about Scania heritage on the backside.

Kitchen Linen Towels
Embellish your kitchen with retro Scania heritage towels of high quality linen. **Colour:** Natural white with black print (2767702). **Size:** 69.5×47 cm, pack of 2 towels. **Material:** 100% linen. **Details:** Retro Scania symbols print, fine linen perfect drying of hands and dishes.

Heritage Towel
Capture Scania’s heritage in a retro-designed towel with well-designed symbols. **Colour:** Dark grey (2767668). **Size:** 70×140 cm. **Material:** 100% cotton Oeko-Tex certified. **Details:** Printed, black logotypes.
SCANTIA XT
BOLD AND READY FOR THE TOUGHEST CHALLENGES

Heavy duty operation in the roughest conditions is no match for Scania’s XT truck range. Robust and reliable like no other, the XT range is a result of our proud heritage, modular engineering and extensive field testing. The bold, powerful expression of the trucks is reflected in our XT collection, specially designed for those who are always up for a challenge.

Keeping up productivity when operating in tough conditions calls for tailored solutions. XT is a performance step that is available on our entire cab range and engine range, with endless configurations to suit your needs. We will tailor your XT vehicle with your business and application as the starting point, allowing you to set industry standards instead of settling for them.

Robust and durable in every detail
When our engineers and designers created the XT truck range, they fine-tuned even the smallest details to make the biggest impact. The designers behind our XT collection are no different – the same care and attention has been put into creating a unique selection of clothes and accessories, all with the distinctive, powerful and robust attitude that is so typical for Scania XT.
Sport XT Cap, see page 095.
Regular XT T-shirt, see page 096.

For the full assortment – scania.com/merchandise
XT Umbrella
Make sure you’re well prepared with this robust and reliable umbrella. 
**Colour:** Black with orange XT print (2767712). **Size:** 27” × 8 ribs. 
**Material:** 100% polyester Pongee, energy-efficient fiberglass. 
**Details:** Automatic open, windproof, double-layers, Scania XT pattern, 
Scania wordmark print on 2 panels and pouch.

Sport XT Cap
Get ready for tough challenges in this expressive cap that conveys the impression of robustness and power.  
**Size:** One size, regular fit. 
**Colour:** Black (2742082). 
**Material:** 100% organic cotton twill. 
**Details:** XT logo embroidery, adjustment strap, pre-curved peak with contrast colour piping.

Topgear XT
When you need a watch that will meet your toughest demands.  
**Colour:** Black dial, black & orange bezel and strap (2742047).  
**Material:** Sapphire coated crystal in 43 mm stainless steel case, integrated rubber strap. 
**Details:** World-leading ETA G10.212 movement, XT colour detailing. XT symbol on dial. Water resistant 100M. Swiss made.  
5-year warranty.
Thermo Mug XT

Regular XT T-shirt (MEN)

Bath Towel

XT Zip Hoodie (MEN)
Thermos XT

When the going gets tough, the tough get going... with this robust thermos. Keeps hot and cold drinks just the way you like them.

Colour: XT Orange (2767716), Size: 500 ml, Material: Stainless steel.

Details: Double walled, powder coated, screw cap, XT print.

Topgear XT Watch, see page 095.
XT Zip Hoodie, see page 096.
Backpack XT

Spacious yet comfortable to carry, this is the backpack to take on any and every challenge and journey. Colour: Black with reflective piping (2767725). Size: 48×29×20 cm, 30 L. Material: 100% recycled polyester. Details: Sustainably produced, chest strap, waist belt, Scania XT pattern, inside laptop pocket inside.
Keyring
Black and orange metal key ring with Scania wordmark and XT print. Colour: Black and orange (2629261). Size: Length 10 cm × width 3 cm × thickness 0.8 cm. Material: Nickel free.

Keyring XT
Isn't it time you treated yourself to the unmistakeable, powerful style of an XT 3D keyring? Colour: Black and orange (2767727). Size: 110×32 mm. Material: 100% silicone and metal. Details: Made to capture the tough, robust XT spirit.

XT Paracord Bracelet

Sports Bag
Black sports bag with Scania wordmark print on one side and on other side XT print with tyre pattern print. Zip pockets on front and back. Colour: Black (2629257). Size: 60×29×30 cm. Material: 100 % PU, lining in 100 % polyester.

Scania XT
Learn more about our products and textiles on page 115
XT Light Jacket (MEN)

Featuring a strong and powerful XT design, this light yet robust jacket is ideal for spring and summer. **Size:** S-XXXXL, regular fit. **Colour:** Black (2742183-189). **Details:** XT embroidery on back, reflective Scania logotype on front. Resting pockets with metal zipper, reflective pipings on sleeves.

XT iPhone Case

Stronger than ever XT iPhone case, with a sturdy bumper, built for robust and long-term protection. **Colour:** Black with orange XT symbol (2767627). **Size:** Fits iPhone 6, 7 and 8. **Material:** TPU+PC-material, silicone rubber back sticker. **Details:** Designed for iPhone 6, 7 & 8. XT symbol on the back, more cases available online.

Mug XT

High quality mug in classic XT black and brilliant orange with 3D logo. Delivered in a black box, the perfect gift. **Colour:** XT black and orange (2767722). **Size:** 10×8 cm. **Material:** 100% stoneware. **Details:** High quality stoneware.

Learn more about our products and textiles on page 115
Kids Regular Front T-shirt
Only the best is good enough for the Next Generation Scania (also available for grownups). **Size:** 98/104, 110/116, 122/128, 134/140, 146/152, regular fit. **Colour:** Burnt red (2757562-566). **Material:** 100% organic cotton. **Details:** Scania truck grille on front.

Kids Original Sports Cap
Let the kids be ‘kings of the road’ in this original Scania griffin cap of 100% organic cotton. **Size:** Kids size 53 cm, available in adult sizes. **Colour:** Navy (2767733). **Material:** 100% organic cotton twill. **Details:** Velcro strap for perfect fit, Scania symbol, Scania wordmark on the back.

Kids King of the Road T-shirt
The dream t-shirt for kids that love big trucks (also available for grownups). **Size:** 98/104, 110/116, 122/128, 134/140, 146/152, regular fit. **Colour:** Navy with duotone print (2757556-560). **Material:** 100% organic cotton. **Details:** Cropped Griffin with King of the Road text on front.

Kids Griffin 3D Sports Cap
Kids rule as ‘kings of the road’ in this cool Scania griffin cap of 100% organic cotton. **Size:** Kids size 53 cm, available in adult sizes. **Colour:** Burnt red and black (2767732). **Material:** 100% organic cotton twill. **Details:** Velcro strap for perfect fit, 3D cropped Griffin on the front, Scania wordmark on the back.

Kids Reflective Stickers
Stay visible and safe with Scania-quality stickers on your clothes, backpack and bike. Recommended age: from 3 years. **Colour:** Reflective (2767646). **Size:** Various sizes, 40-80 mm. **Material:** Phthalate free PVC. **Details:** A mix of Scania logotypes.

Learn more about the materials on page 115
**Kids Beanie**
Keep warm and comfy during winter activities. Nice red pom pom and Scania symbol on the front. **Size:** 20.5×20.5 cm, pom pom 6 cm. **Colour:** Navy, red and white (2767734). **Material:** 96% recycled Polyester, 4% elastane. **Details:** Scania symbol on the front.

**Colour Pencils and Colouring Book**
16 inspiring pages with iconic Scania trucks and buses for your kids to colour and treasure. 6 colour pencils included. **Colour:** Full colour cover (2767706). **Material:** FSC Mix Paper. **Details:** Set of colouring book and pencils in a box, delivered in a cotton bag, +3 years. CE marked.

**Scania R 560 V8**
Scania R 560 V8 6x4 refuse collector. This is a fully functional garbage truck with loader just like the real one. Just turn the mechanism and you can see all your garbage through the inspection window. Two garbage bins are included. Easy access for empty the garbage. Recommended age: from 3 years. Manufactured by Bruder. **Scale:** 1:16. **Size:** 62 × 18.5 × 26.5 cm. **No.** 2032295

**Kids Backpack**
Navy blue junior backpack with Scania symbol in full-colour on front pocket. 100% polyester. **Colour:** Navy blue (2561195). **Size:** 40×28×13 cm.
Kids Stacking Game

Spend some quality family time with this sustainable game that promises hours of fun. Colour: Natural (2767643). Size: 75×25×15 mm, 52 wooden blocks in a box. Material: FSC certified wood. Details: Recommended age: from 4+ years, laser engraved Scania wordmark.

Kids King of the Road T-shirt, see page 103.
Kids Regular Front T-shirt, see page 103.
The king of all creatures

The griffin is strongly associated with Scania and highly appreciated by our fans. But do you know what a griffin actually is and how it came to be part of Scania?

A powerful, majestic creature
The griffin is a legendary creature with the body, tail, and back legs of a lion; the head and wings of an eagle; and an eagle’s talons as its front feet. As the lion is traditionally considered the king of the beasts, and the eagle the king of birds – the griffin has always been considered especially powerful and majestic, indeed the “king of all creatures”. How appropriate, as Scania has been, and indeed remains to this day, the king of the road.

At the heart of Scania
The griffin has a central position in Scania’s history, beginning in 1901 with the first trademark of Maskinfabriks Aktiebolaget Scania in Malmö. The griffin has been borrowed from the 15th century coat of arms of Malmö city. However, the Griffin hasn’t always been part of the Scania trademark. Between 1969-1984, the iconic creature took a short hiatus, only to make a long-anticipated comeback shortly thereafter. The new symbol included a griffin with a golden crown, which recently was updated to platinum.

Interestingly, over recent decades, the griffin has come to be a cherished landmark in Södertälje. It stands to this day on the roof of Scania’s head office where it helps visitors to find their way.

Our new Griffin plush is the perfect companion for all small Scania fans. With its protective and loyal personality, while being cuddly and soft, is sure to give comfort and be a firm favorite.

THE KING OF ALL CREATURES
Kids Griffin
The mighty griffin is the "king of all creatures", take it home for endless adventures and hours of play. Colour: Blue and tan-coloured (2767639). Size: 220×400×150 mm. Material: 100 % polyester. Details: European standard EN-71 and CE marked, Scania symbol on chest.

Baby Bodysuit

Glow-in-the-dark Pacifier

Kids Griffin Mini Keyring
Show your soft side with a plush griffin, the perfect accessory for any schoolbag or key. Recommended age: from 10+ months. Colour: Blue and tan-coloured (2767640). Size: H100 mm. Material: 100 % polyester, split ring in metal. Details: European standard EN-71 and CE marked.

Learn more about the materials on page 115
Scania G500 Truck, see page 113.

For the full assortment – scania.com/merchandise
Kids Play Mat

Soft and highly detailed play mat, easy to wash. **Colour:** Full colour print (2767638). **Material:** Microfiber with anti-slip rubber backing. **Details:** Pattern of different locations suited for Scania vehicles. **Size:** 1250 mm in diameter.

Scania S 650

Scania S 650 6x4 tractor with low-bed semitrailer loaded with an excavator. Recommended age: from 3 years. Manufactured by EMEK. **Scale:** 1:25. **Size:** 68 × 12 × 15 cm. **No.** 2776740.
Scania R 560 V8
Scania R 560 V8 8x4 concrete mixer. The drum of the mixer can be filled with sand, just use the pull out crank to empty the drum just like in real life. Two attachable run-out plates are included. Recommended age: from 3 years. Manufactured by Bruder. Scale 1:16. Size: 54 x 18.5 x 24.3 cm. No. 2032293

Scania R 560 V8 Tipper
Scania R 560 V8 8x4 tipper. Doors can be opened. Tipper body. Tail gate can be opened. Height-adjustable stake chains for load securing. Recommended age: from 3 years. Manufactured by Bruder. Scale 1:16. Size: 54 x 18.5 x 24.3 cm. No. 2032292

Scania Kids
Kids King of the Road T-shirt, see page 103.
Kids Original Sports Cap, see page 103.
Kids Regular Front T-shirt, see page 103.
Kids 3D Sports Cap, see page 103.

For the full assortment – scania.com/merchandise
Scania R 450
Scania R 450 4x2 tractor with box semitrailer. Recommended age: from 3 years. Manufactured by EMEK. Scale 1:25. Size: 60 × 12 × 16 cm. No. 2778736

Scania R 410
Scania R 410 6x2 truck with box body and tail lift. Recommended age: from 3 years. Manufactured by EMEK. Scale 1:25. Size: 38 × 12 × 16 cm. No. 2778739

Scania R 730 V8
Scania R 730 V8 6x4 timber truck with drawbar trailer. Recommended age: from 3 years. Manufactured by EMEK. Scale 1:25. Size: 78 × 12 × 16 cm. No. 2560964

Scania R 450
Scania R 450 4x2 tractor with box semitrailer. Recommended age: from 3 years. Manufactured by EMEK. Scale 1:25. Size: 60 × 12 × 16 cm. No. 2778736

For the full assortment – scania.com/merchandise
Scania R 450
Scania R 450 4x2 tractor with tank semitrailer. Recommended age: from 3 years. Manufactured by EMEK. Scale 1:25. Size: 54 × 12 × 15 cm. No. 2560953

Scania S 410
Scania S 410 4x2 tractor with box semitrailer. Recommended age: from 3 years. Manufactured by EMEK. Scale 1:25. Size: 61 × 12 × 16 cm. No. 2560952

Scania G 500
Scania G 500 6x4 tipper truck with tipper trailer. Recommended age: from 3 years. Manufactured by EMEK. Scale 1:25. Size: 62 × 12 × 13.5 cm. No. 2778738

Scania R 450
Scania R 450 4x2 tractor with tank semitrailer. Recommended age: from 3 years. Manufactured by EMEK. Scale 1:25. Size: 54 × 12 × 15 cm. No. 2560953
Scania Kids

**Scania R 560 V8**
Scania R 560 V8 6x4 low loader with Caterpillar bulldozer. Doors can be opened. Fold-down loading ramps. Recommended age from 3 years. Manufactured by Bruder. **Scale 1:16. Size: 86.5 × 18.5 × 26 cm. No. 2032294**

**Scania G 450**
Scania G 450 8x4 with hook lift. Recommended age: from 3 years. Manufactured by EMEK. **Scale 1:25. Size: 37 × 12 × 14.5 cm. No. 2778737**

**Scania R 560 V8**
Scania R 560 V8 6x4 hook-lift truck with side doors and rear container doors that open. The container can be lowered and dropped off from the rear. Recommended age: from 3 years. Manufactured by Bruder. **Scale 1:16. Size: 53.5 × 19 × 20.5 cm. No. 2421716**

For the full assortment – scania.com/merchandise
AIRMEM
AIRMEM is a new, biobased, coffee membrane. Containing 25% of coffee oil from spent coffee ground, it's an eco-friendly alternative that lightens the burden of the Earth.

- Odour control: 2 times better than a normal membrane
- Wind proof: Blocks the wind while keeping the soft touch to your skin
- Water resistant: Keeps your body dry
- Breathable: Directs body moisture through and makes your skin feel comfortable and dry

Water Resistant guide
All Scania-branded watches are water resistant (WR) either to 50M or 100M — this is what it means:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M</th>
<th>ATM</th>
<th>Handwash</th>
<th>Rain</th>
<th>Carwash</th>
<th>Shower</th>
<th>Swim</th>
<th>Diving</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sapphire coating features
Sapphire coating makes the crystal glass much more resistant towards scratches and keeps the watch in good condition for longer time.

CR-39 lenses
All shades in the Scania collection have CR-39 lenses with full UV-protection. The optical quality is superior, it’s half as heavy as glass and is more resistant to scratches and gives a better UV protection than for example polycarbonate. Full UV-protection is an important feature especially for professional drivers who spend many hours behind the wheel in ever changing weather conditions.

Mulesing-free wool
Scania has made the decision to only use certified mulesing-free wool, thereby guaranteeing that no animals are harmed during the shearing process. A natural choice for Scania and totally in line with our responsible and sustainable approach.

Water resistant / Waterproof guide for jackets
With best-in-class standard in every detail, the Scania jackets will keep you warm and comfortable in all weather conditions. A closer look at the label will reveal technical information about the fabric. Here is a brief explanation of the abbreviations:

- CO Carbon free
- WR Water resistant. To repel light water on contact, general grade between 1,500-5,000 mm
- WP Waterproof — to repel water on contact, general grade minimum of 10,000 mm

PU coating
MP Breathability gm/m²/24 hr

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water resistant grading scale mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,500-5,000 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000-10,000 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000-40,000 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N.B. The WR-effect can vary depending on the amount of time that the garment is exposed to rain

MP Breathability performance
| <4,000 gm/m²/24 hr | Low |
| 4,000-8,000 gm/m²/24 hr | Moderate |
| >8,000 gm/m²/24 hr | High |

N.B. There are different ways of testing and measuring breathability, this is the most common way